**A welcome from Mrs Ling!**
Thank you to Primary 6 for a fantastic first week! I am looking forward to working with you all
for the rest of the year and to meeting everyone soon.
Thanks for your continued support, Mrs Ling.

Reflective Friday 18.1.19
Literacy
In Literacy we have been revisiting our School Values and being Respectful, Ready and Safe. We
have enjoyed creating our Superhero themed Class Charter and everyone worked together .😀
We have also been writing some interesting information about us in our 3D All about Me Hot
Air Balloons for our new teacher Mrs. Ling to get to know us better.🎈 Mrs Ling enjoyed
reading our letters.
We worked hard on our spelling using the rule ‘ar’ and ‘or’ this week. For example words like
profess + or = professor and confess + or = confessor. We learnt some of the trickier words
where you need to take an ‘e’ away from the root word before adding the ending, like
navigate – e + or = navigator.
We have continued with Literacy Circles and chosen our new novels now. 📔
Numeracy and Maths
In Maths this week we have been picking are own level of challenge to develop our addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division skills. We have been picking between super, fantastic
and spectacular also known as mild, hot and spicy. We have been learning to solve multi-step
problems, word problems and show as many strategies as we can for a range of questions.
We have also been learning to use number talks to show our number knowledge and apply
division and multiplication skills. We are learning to explain and model our strategies to the
class to become more confident in using them.

Here are the symbols we have been learning:

Across the Curriculum:
We have enjoyed starting our Scottish Inventors topic. We have learnt lots of interesting information
using a range of sources such as books, online and through personal research.
It has been good to share our fantastic presentations all about Buckstone with our new teacher. Mrs.
Ling has really enjoyed getting to know us and we have had a really fun week!
PE days for P6 will normally be Monday and Tuesday. Please ensure you have a full PE kit in school.
Have a lovely weekend!

